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SECTION 6 - MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES

M. UNIVERSAL EMERGENCY SERVICE NUMBER - “9-1-1”
5. APPLICATION OF RATES (continued)

c. Trunking arrangements will be determined by the Company.  Customers choosing an arrangement
other than that specified by the Company will be responsible for payment of all costs in excess of
the amount required to provide the Company-determined trunking arrangement.

d. The subscribing public agency is also responsible for payment of charges for “E-9-1-1” circuits
connecting the control central office and the Public Safety Answering Point in excess of two links.

In counties served by more than one Local Exchange Company, having more than two PSAP’s,
each LEC will share in the trunking revenues collected utilizing the formula of taking the total
charges that would be billed for all PSAP’s under a non E-911 scenario and multiplying it by a
fraction in which the numerator is equal to the number of PSAP’s minus two, and the denominator
is equal to the total number of PSAP’s in the county.  The trunking revenues collected would than
be apportioned to the LEC’s serving the PSAP’s in that county according to the relative revenues
that each of them would be receiving if the dedicated trunking were used to serve a regular private
line customer.

6. RATES

A. Basic “9-1-1” Service

For facilities between an originating central office and a control central office, applicable mileage
rates for voice grade facilities as listed in Section 5 of this tariff apply.

B. Enhanced (“E-9-1-1”) “9-1-1” Service

Automatic Location MONTHLY
Identification Data Base, per 1,000      RATE       
data entries, (required for ALI $30.00
and/or selective routing)           -

Note: The data entry count is rounded upward to the nearest 1000.  This count is based upon the maximum number
of a combination of customer accounts and access lines in the “E-9-1-1” serving area during the most current
twelve-month period at the time service is established.  This count is determined by the Telephone Company
and will be adjusted annually, in a like manner thereafter, for purposes of updating customer billing.
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